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Molecular beam techniques have been employed to study the adsorption and desorp-

tion of H2 on the (100), (110), and stepped (310) crystal faces of copper. Each crystal

was exposed simultaneously to a supersonic molecular beam of H2 (energy variable from

1. 6-10.7 kcal/mole) and a highly dissociated beam of deuterium. The majority of H 2 mol-

ecules are scattered while a portion adsorb

dissociatively and react catalytically with
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Angular distributions of desorbed HD and can be correlated by the parameter E =
from Cu(100), Cu(110), and Cu(310). 2from Cu(00), Cu(l0), and Cu(310). E. cos 6i., where 6. is the angle of the inci-
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Relative HD fluxes (left ordinate) and the dissociative
adsorption probabilities for hydrogen, H (right ordi-

nate), for Cu(110), (310) and (100). They are plotted
2

against the correlating parameter El = Ei cos 0. for

a range of incident angles (0i) from Z5-50" with respect
to the surface normal.
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this suggests that a one-dimensional potential to the point of dissociation is sufficient to JS

explain our results. The estimated adsorption probabilities vs El are S-shaped curves

that appear to level off at values considerably less than unity. They are summarized in

Fig. III-2. Both the energy dependence and the shape of the HD angular distributions

are nearly identical for the stepped (310) and (100) surfaces (the stepped (310) may be

described as a sequence of (100) terraces, 3 atoms wide, separated by steps 1 atom

high), thereby suggesting that ledge sites are not the principal regions responsible for

adsorption of hydrogen on copper. Switching the roles of deuterium and hydrogen in the

two incident beams yields a dissociative adsorption probability for D2 which is higher

than that for H2 by approximately the square root of the mass ratio.

We have compared our results with a simple model Z with a single energy barrier to

adsorption and obtain qualitative but not quantitative agreement for the angular distri-

butions of desorbed HD (Fig. 111-3). Consideration of the adsorption probabilities when
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the effect of the nonzero energy spread of the incident beam is removed, together with

the results for isotopic switching, suggests that the simplest model must include (i) a

distribution of barrier heights associated with the oscillatory nature of the potentials

near the surface and (ii) a dynamic factor such as a characteristic collision time to

account for the change in dissociation probability with incident particle mass.
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